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The only way to be safe is to never be secure.
Macbeth, III.5.2, W. Shakespeare
Abstract. Bob died suddenly leaving his treasure to sister Alice. Eve will do
anything to get it, so Alice hides the treasure together with Nipper, and promptly
departs. Nipper is a low-cost RFID device that responds only to Alice’s calls—
making it possible for Alice to locate the hidden treasure later (she is quite forgetful) when Eve is not around. We study the design of Nipper, the cryptographic
mechanisms that support its functionality and the security of the application.
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1 Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a promising new technology widely deployed
for supply-chain and inventory management, retail operations and more generally, automatic identification. The advantage of RFID over barcode technology is that it does
not require line-of-sight reading. Furthermore RFID readers can interrogate RFID tags
(devices) at greater distances, faster and concurrently. One of the most important advantages of RFID technology is that tags have read/write capability, allowing stored
information to be altered dynamically.
In this paper we focus on passive RFID devices that are battery-less and harvest
power from RFID readers. Some passive RFID devices such as WISP (Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform) [21] developed by Intel Labs, have additional features
such as a real-time clock (that relies on harvested power) and a 3D-accelerometer, while
others are more basic. EPCGlobal [8] recently ratified the EPC Class 1 Gen 2 (EPCGen2) standard for passive RFID deployments which defines a platform for RFID protocol interoperability. This supports basic reliability guarantees and is designed to strike
a balance between cost and functionality. EPCGen2 operates in the 860-960 MHz band
for which the effective broadcast range is rather restricted—typically less than 10m.
The HMV trademark comes from a painting by Francis Barraud who inherited from his late
brother a fox terrier, Nipper, a cylinder phonograph and a number of his (late brother’s)
recordings [11]. The painting portrays Nipper listening to the sound emanating from the
trumpet of the phonograph.
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RFID systems that broadcast at GHz frequencies, such as those used with automatic
toll collection systems, have a larger range, typically 100m.
Several RFID protocols that address security issues for passive devices have been
proposed in the literature. We refer the reader to a comprehensive repository available
online at [1]. Most RFID protocols use hash functions [19, 16, 10, 2, 7, 15]. Some protocols use pseudo-random functions [5, 20, 3], or pseudo-random number generators.
Recently a lightweight RFID protocol was proposed [4] that is based on loosely synchronized pseudo-random number generators.
Our contribution in this article is to study a novel application of RFID in which tags
will only “backscatter” a signal if this is authentic. Authentication is the primary goal
for RFID deployments, however it is important that the process used to support it does
not have a negative impact on other security goals, such as privacy. If an RFID tag has
to reveal its identity to get authenticated, then an eavesdropper can track its movement
in the supply chain. For some applications linkability is a serious privacy threat. To deal
with such threats one typically uses pseudonyms. However this still will not prevent the
adversary from detecting the presence of responding tags. The location of a transmitting
device can be determined by analyzing its radio signals. For outdoor applications the
signal strength and/or direction are used (with triangulation protocols (see e.g., [17]);
for indoor applications one may have two antennas on each tag and analyze the phase
difference of their signals (to deal with multi-path effects, see e.g., [9]). Localization
privacy requires that an RFID tag will only respond to a challenge from an RFID reader
if it can first ascertain that the challenge is authentic and fresh (current). 1 In particular,
that it is not replayed. Since the range of RFID readers is rather short, replay attacks
are a major threat for RFID deployments—in the scenario discussed in the abstract, Eve
may find the treasure by replaying Alice’s call to Nipper, if Eve happens to be close to
the treasure and Alice is out-of-range.
Localization privacy captures a novel aspect of privacy extending the traditional
privacy notions of anonymity and unlinkability to devise discovery. Anonymity and
unlinkability (see e.g., [6, 14]) are slightly weaker notions: even though the adversary
may not be able to recognize a tag, or link its interrogation sessions, knowing its location
will identify that tag to some degree, particularly if the tag is static and there are only a
few tags in the range of an RFID reader—see Section 2.1, Application 1. Localization
privacy is essentially a steganographic attribute. The goal of steganography is to hide
data in such a way that the adversary cannot detect its existence, while the goal of
localization privacy is to hide a device in such a way that its presence cannot be detected.
Our Contribution. RFID localization techniques enable applications that reveal the
location of tags. In this paper we consider the problem of protecting the privacy of
localization. We show that:
– If temporal and location mechanisms are available then location privacy can be
achieved for one-time interrogation applications in the presence of a ubiquitous
adversary. For applications requiring multiple tag interrogations we only get weak
localization privacy.
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The title of this paper: “Nipper barks for location privacy”, captures this functionality.
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– If only location mechanisms are available then localization privacy can be achieved
for one-time tag interrogations in the presence of a ubiquitous adversary. For applications requiring multiple tag interrogations we only get weak localization privacy.
– If only temporal mechanisms are available then we cannot achieve localization privacy for ubiquitous adversaries (unless the reader and tags have highly synchronized clocks); however we do get weak localization privacy.
– If neither temporal nor location mechanisms are available then we cannot achieve
any kind of localization privacy.

2 RFID tags know the current time and their location
To motivate our application we start with the case when RFID tags have clocks and
know their location.
In our first protocol (and the following) the RFID reader shares with each tag a
unique secret key k. Let time r be the time the reader sends its challenge and loc r
the location of the reader (as measured by the reader); and let time t be the time the
challenge was received by the tag and loc t its location (as measured by the tag).
Protocol 1
Step 1. The RFID reader sends to the tag the challenge:
time r , locr , x = M ACk (time r , locr ).
where M ACk a keyed message authentication code (e.g., OMAC [12]).
Step 2. The tag checks the challenge. If the authenticator x is valid, |time t −time r | <
δtime and dist(loc r , loc t ) < δrange , where δtime > 0, δrange > 0 are appropriate
bounds, then the tag responds with
y = M ACk (x).
Step 3. The RFID reader checks the response y. If this is valid it accepts the tag (as
authentic).
Step 1 of this protocol authenticates the RFID reader to the tag, and can be thought
of as the response to a “time and location” query from the environment (a trusted entity
that is not under the control of the adversary). The tag only responds if the time the
challenge was sent and the location of the reader are within acceptable ranges related
to its own time reading and location. This assures localization privacy. Replay attacks
beyond the range of the reader are thwarted by having the location of the reader included
in the challenge; replay attacks in the range of the reader (at a later time) are thwarted
by having the time the challenge was sent included in the challenge.
The actual location of the tag is determined by analyzing its response in Step 2, i.e.,
its radio signals using a localization algorithm. Such algorithms determine the source of
a transmission by using signal strength and/or direction (triangulation algorithms [17]),
or the phase difference [?]. More than one reader will be needed but only one reader
needs to broadcast the challenge.
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The tag’s response authenticates the tag to the reader, so we have mutual authentication. In Section 6 we shall show that this protocol provides mutual authentication with
localization privacy for device discovery against ubiquitous adversaries (as defined in
Section 2.2).
2.1 Applications
There are several applications for localization privacy. In this paper we consider two
such applications for static tags:
1. Device discovery. This involves one-time tag interrogations: when the device is
discovered it is recovered and the task for that device terminates. An example of
such an application involves the deployment of tagged plastic mines. More generally, applications in which objects are hidden so that they can only be recovered
later by authorized agents. For such applications, for each object, localization privacy lasts for only one interrogation.
2. Sensor deployments in hostile territory. Tagged sensors can be deployed by casting
them from aircraft over hostile territory. The sensors are used for monitoring the
deployment area but are not networked for localization privacy. Instead an armored
RFID reader traverses the deployment area interrogating those tags on its route that
are in range (the route must go though every cell of the sensor range grid). For this
application localization privacy should endure for several interrogations.
2.2 Threat model
Our threat model is based on a Byzantine adversary that can eavesdrop on, and schedule,
all communication channels, adapted for the wireless medium to allow for: (i) localization (or surveillance) technologies that analyze radio signals (based on the strength
and/or direction of the signal, phase differences, etc) and (ii) radio jamming technologies that override signals emitted by devices.
We distinguish two types of adversary: (i) ubiquitous, that can access all deployed
tags,2 and (ii) local, whose wireless range is approximately that of authorized RFID
readers. Local adversaries are restricted by their broadcast range: protection against
such adversaries assures only weak localization privacy. In our threat model for localization privacy we constrain the impact of localization and signal jamming technologies
by assuming that:
1. The adversary must eavesdrop on at least one complete tag response to localize the
tag.
2. The adversary cannot localize a tag during an authorized interrogation if the tag’s
response is too weak to be received by the RFID reader.3 Similarly, the adversary
cannot localize a tag during an interrogation by jamming its response (to prevent
the reader from getting it).4
2
3
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This can be achieved in several ways, e.g., by using a hidden network of listening devices—
although setting up such a network may be perilous in a plastic mine deployment.
The tag will only respond to the reader’s signal if this is sufficiently strong.
The reader will either identify, locate and destroy the intruder or refrain from interrogating the
tag.
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3. A local adversary cannot localize a tag from its response while it is interrogated by
an authorized reader.4
Assumption 3 highlights the weakness of local adversaries. It is partly justified by noting that the tag’s response (a modulated backscatter) is much weaker than the reader’s
challenge, and attenuates as the inverse fourth power of traveled distance. Without it we
cannot have localization privacy with multiple tag interrogations since the location of
the tag would be revealed the first time it responds to an authorized challenge.
From Assumption 2 we either have:
4. Reliability. If a tag is in the range of an authorized RFID reader that interrogates it,
then the interrogation will be completed,
or we have a DoS-deadlock between the authorized reader and the adversary. We shall
assume that in the second case, the authorized reader always wins—the intruder is located and destroyed.
Remark 1. A ubiquitous adversary can eavesdrop on all communication channels, and
therefore can also localize any tag that is interrogated by an authorized RFID reader,
after the reader has localized it (by Assumption 1; disruption attacks are restricted by
Assumption 2). For such adversaries localization is restricted to one-time tag interrogations. After the tag is localized it is inactivated/killed. We have:
5. One-time tag interrogation. A ubiquitous adversary cannot localize (discover) a tag
that has already been located by an authorized reader.
The scope of replay attacks against localization privacy with one-time tag interrogations applications (e.g., device discovery), is restricted to replaying reader challenges
beyond the range of the reader (by Assumptions 2,5, since a tag will only respond once,
when the challenge is authentic.
Remark 2. In Protocol 1 the RFID reader must send a different challenge to each tag
(using the shared key k). If the number of tags is large and the reader does not know
the approximate location of each tag (as possibly in the sensor deployment discussed
in Section 2.1) then tag interrogation can be time consuming—the protocol is not scalable. For such applications we may use Public Key Cryptography: the RFID reader
authenticates the time and its location with an Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
signature [13]: sigSKr (time r , loc r ), instead of the message authentication code
M ACk (time r , locr ). Here SK r is the private key of the RFID reader. The tag can
verify this using the public key PK r of the RFID reader. However verifying ECC signatures can be computationally expensive.5
Remark 3. In both applications discussed in Section 2.1 only the RFID reader is mobile,
while the location of the RFID tag is fixed for the lifetime of the system. Consequently
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If the tag responds with the message authentication code M ACk (time r , locr ), then we still
have a scalability issue (but this time on the search time rather than the number of broadcast
challenges): the reader must check the response for all keys k in its database. For one-time
interrogation applications, the tag can include its tag ID, or a preassigned pseudonym.
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if a Global Positioning System (GPS) is used, this is activated only once. It follows that
the tag can be equipped with a small battery and a GPS used to establish its position on
deployment. Several hybrid RFID solutions are currently available (see e.g., [18]).

3 RFID tags know their location
In our second protocol the RFID reader shares with each tag a secret key k as well as
a counter ct which is updated with each interrogation. The reader stores in a database
for each tag a pair (k, ct) containing the key and the current value of the counter. The
tag stores in non-volatile memory a list (k, ct old , ct cur ) containing an old value and
the current value of its counter. The stored values at the reader and tag are updated by:
ct ← next(ct) and ct old ← ct cur , ct cur ← next(ct cur ), respectively, with the tag’s
update made only if the value of the received counter ct is the same as the stored value
of ct cur , where the operator next(·) gives the next value of the counter. At all times
at least one of the two values of the counter of the tag is the same as that stored at the
reader. Initially ct = ct old = ct cur .
Protocol 2
Step 1. The RFID reader sends to the tag the challenge:
ct, loc r , x = M ACk (ct, loc r ).
Step 2. The tag checks the challenge. If dist(loc r , loc t ) < δrange , where δrange > 0
is an appropriate parameter, and if x is valid for either ct = ct old or ct = ct cur
then it responds with:
y = M ACk (x),
and if ct = ctcur , sets: ct old ← ct cur and ct cur ← next(ct cur ).
Step 3. The reader checks y. If this is valid then it updates its counter ct ← next(ct),
accepts the tag (as authentic), and sends to the tag,
z = M ACk (y).
Step 4. The tag checks z. If this is valid then its sets: ct old ← ct cur .
In this protocol the RFID reader updates its counter after receiving a response from
the tag (Step 3). If a response is not received, then the same value of the counter is
used the next time. This is why the tag must keep the old value of the counter ct old .
This value will only be updated when the interrogation is completed. It follows that at
all times, at least one of the values of the counters of the tag is the same as that of the
counter of the reader.
In Section 6 we shall show that Protocol 2 provides mutual authentication with
localization privacy for one-time tinterrogation applications. For applications where a
tag can be interrogated several times we only get weak localization privacy. This is
because even though a local adversary cannot discover a tag while it is interrogated by
an authorized reader (Assumption 3), it can eavesdrop on the interrogation and later
replay the reader’s challenge (in the same location) and use a localization algorithm to
locate the tag.
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Remark 4. In Protocol 2, loosely synchronized counters partly capture the functionality of loosely synchronized clocks in Protocol 1. However there is a subtle difference
between these protocols. If the adversary in Protocol 2 is allowed to prevent the reader
from receiving the tag’s response in Step 2 (Byzantine adversaries schedule communication channels) then the reader will abort the session without updating its counter. The
adversary may later replay the reader’s challenge to localize the tag: since the counter
was not updated the tag will respond. This attack is prevented by Assumptions 2,4.
Protocol 1 is not subject to this weakness.

4 RFID tags know the current time
In our third protocol the RFID reader shares with each tag a secret key and the reader
and tags have loosely synchronized clocks.
Protocol 3
Step 1. The RFID reader sends to the tag the challenge:
time r , x = M ACk (time r ).
Step 2. The tag checks the challenge. If |time t − time r | < δtime , where δtime > 0
is an appropriate parameter, and if x is valid then it responds with:
y = M ACk (x).
Step 3. The RFID reader checks y. If it is valid then it accepts the tag (as authentic).
This protocol does not provide (strong) localization privacy. A ubiquitous adversary
can use an online man in the middle attack to relay the flows of the RFID reader to the
tag, when the tag is not in range of an authorized reader—unless the tag and reader have
highly synchronized clocks. In Section 6 we shall show that Protocol 3 provides mutual
authentication with weak localization privacy.
Remark 5. Observe that temporal mechanisms in Protocol 3 cannot replace the location mechanisms of Protocol 2. The reason is that online man in the middle attacks
on location mechanisms are constrained by the broadcast range of RFID readers (tags
can determine their location in this range), while such attacks on temporal mechanisms are constrained by the speed of light (tags can only detect such attacks if they,
and the reader, have highly synchronized clocks)—which for most applications is not
lightweight.

5 RFID tags do not know the time or location
Theorem 1. Localization privacy cannot be achieved when the tags are static if neither
temporal nor location information is available to the tags.
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that neither temporal nor location information is available. First consider a ubiquitous adversary. If a tag is not in range of the
RFID reader that challenges it, then the adversary can use an online man-in-the-middle
relay attack to forward the reader’s challenge to another area of the deployment zone
were the tag may be. The tag has no way of checking that the challenge was sent from
far away and/or much earlier. So it will respond. This violates localization privacy.
Next consider a local adversary. In this case suppose that the tag is not present
during the interrogation. Then the adversary may record the challenge of the RFID
reader and replay the challenge later (an offline man in the middle attack). Again the
tag has no way of detecting that the challenge was sent from another location earlier,
and will respond.


6 Proofs for Protocols 2, 3 and 4
We now sketch the security proofs for the protocols presented in this paper. Proofs in a
strong security framework will be given in the full version of the paper.
Theorem 2. Protocol 1 provides mutual authentication with localization privacy for
one-time tag interrogation applications against ubiquitous adversaries. For applications where tags may be interrogated several times we only get weak localization privacy.
Proof. (Sketch) First consider a ubiquitous adversary with one-time tag interrogations.
By Assumptions 5 the adversary cannot discover a tag that is already discovered (interrogated). Also, the adversary gains no advantage when the interrogation fails by Assumption 2. If the tag is not present while it is interrogated then the adversary can
replay the reader’s challenge to other areas where the tag may be. This is thwarted because the challenge contains location information. The only remaining attack is to forge
the keyed message authentication code: if a cryptographic hash function is used this is
not feasible.
Next consider applications where tags can be interrogated several times, with a local
adversary. By Assumption 3 the adversary cannot localize a tag while it is interrogated.
However it can replay the challenge of the reader in the same place at a later time: this
attack is thwarted because the challenge contains temporal information. If the tag is not
in the range of the RFID reader when it is challenged, then the adversary can replay
the challenge to other places where the tag may be. This attack is thwarted because
the challenge contains location information. Finally forging the message authentication
code is not feasible as observed earlier.
We get mutual authentication because the RFID reader is authenticated to the tag in
Step 1 and the tag is authenticated to the reader in Step 2.

Theorem 3. Protocol 2 provides mutual authentication with localization privacy for
one-time tag interrogation applications against ubiquitous adversaries. For applications where tags may be interrogated several times we only get weak localization privacy.
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Proof. (Sketch) As in Theorem 2, a ubiquitous adversary will not succeed while the
tag is interrogated, and will not succeed by replaying the reader’s challenge to some
other areas when the tag is not present during an interrogation, because the challenge
contains location and information. Also forging the message authentication code is not
feasible. The only remaining attack is to de-synchronize the counters of the reader and
the tag. This is not possible because that tag always keeps an old value of the counter,
and the counters are only updated when the interrogation is completed.
Next consider applications where tags are interrogated several times and the adversary is local. Again the adversary cannot localize a tag which is interrogated, but can
replay the challenge either in the same location (later) or other locations. The first attack
is thwarted because the reader and tag have updated their counters; the second because
the challenge contains location information. Finally forgery and de-synchronization attacks fail as in the ubiquitous adversary case.
Mutual authentication is as in Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Protocol 3 provides only mutual authentication with weak localization privacy, unless highly synchronized clocks are available.
Proof. (Sketch) As observed in Section 4, a ubiquitous adversary can use an online man
in the middle attack to relay the flows of the RFID reader to the tag, when the tag is
not in range of an authorized reader—unless the tag and reader use highly synchronized
clocks (which is not practical for lightweight applications). The tag will then accept the
reader’s challenge and respond. So we cannot have localization privacy.
Next consider applications where tags are interrogated several times with a local
adversary. Again the adversary cannot localize a tag while it is interrogated by an authorized reader. However it can replay the challenge, later. Replaying it locally will not
succeed because the tag will have updated its counter—it will complete its interrogation by Assumption 4. Replaying it to another location will not succeed because the
challenge contains temporal information (this is an offline man in the middle attack, so
the difference between the send and receive time will be greater than δ time ). Finally
as in Theorem 3 forgery and de-synchronization attacks will fail and we have mutual
authentication.
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